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Hunter Douglas is the industry leader in innovation, offering premium, intelligent window fashions that beautifully transform natural light and enhance your home's interiors.

Our products are thoughtfully engineered to craft your perfect light, and many designs offer additional energy efficiency and child safety benefits. A versatile product portfolio and broad selection of innovative operating systems—including advanced automation—allow you to effortlessly choose the look you desire and how your window treatments function.

With Hunter Douglas window fashions, your home is made smarter, your days easier, and every room more beautiful.
Crafting your perfect light

We believe in light’s powerful influence. Natural light is known to help increase productivity, elevate your mood and even improve your health. Light can also beautifully transform your home’s interiors. Hunter Douglas products capture natural light and uniquely shape it to your exact preference.

Choose sheers or other select styles designed to diffuse and draw light deeper into a room, illuminating your home naturally. Discover styles with room-darkening or blackout options, designed to provide more privacy. Or, explore Hunter Douglas products that offer ultraviolet protection to help counter sunlight’s harmful effects on furniture, fabrics and floors.
Insulating designs that create superior comfort

When we introduced the industry’s first cellular shade, Duette® Honeycomb Shades, Hunter Douglas became a pioneer in energy efficiency. Recently, we also became the first manufacturer to receive certification for interior window coverings from the Attachments Energy Rating Council (AERC). The AERC provides consumers with third-party verified information about the energy performance of residential window treatments.

In addition to Duette shades, Hunter Douglas offers energy-efficient styles in a range of insulation levels. Many of these styles are designed to help lower your energy consumption and costs, whether it’s reducing heat loss in the winter or solar heat gain in the summer.

Our sheers beautifully harness natural daylight, drawing it deeper into a room and therefore reducing your need for artificial lighting. By tilting louvers and panels in our custom shutters, you can direct incoming light where it’s needed most. And, our honeycomb shades are specially engineered to provide outstanding insulation for year-round comfort.
The industry’s finest fabric collections

At Hunter Douglas, beauty is more than skin deep, but first impressions matter. That’s why textile sourcing is a crucial part of our design process, and it’s why we’ve established relationships with some of the world’s best mills. We work with textile houses to develop and design exclusive materials that are as special as our technological innovations.

That means fabrics that subtly reflect and control light in intriguing ways. You’ll find richer, more fashionable colors, luxurious weaves, unusual textures and even performance fabrics. In addition to our wide array of specially selected, custom textiles, you’ll also discover our gorgeous Design Studio™ fabrics for drapery, side panels and shades. Each of these fabrics, including those designed exclusively for Hunter Douglas by a rotating roster of industry-leading textile artists, is designed to pair with all of our window treatments.

We created thousands of extraordinary fabric and color combinations that reflect the timeless look of handcrafted cotton, linen and silk blends to add beauty, durability and enhanced livability to every room in the house.
Smart home living

With PowerView® Automation, your window treatments move according to schedules you set. Operate them with your mobile device, smart-home speaker or even through whole-home integration.*

Convenience
Achieve your perfect light automatically.

Privacy
Schedule shades to close whenever you prefer.

Energy Efficiency
Program shades to be in the best positions throughout the day.

Security
Remote control gives the illusion that you’re always home.

Child Friendly
Simple, cord-free operation

Battery Powered or Hardwired
For seamless installation, operation and maintenance

Voice Control
Compatible with smart speakers and smart-home systems*

*A Day With PowerView®

7:00 AM Morning
Schedule shades to operate at your preferred wake-up time.

10:30 PM Bedtime
Shades lower automatically for privacy and a perfect night’s sleep.

2:00 PM Afternoon
Shades adjust to protect furnishings from harsh midday sunlight.

5 Minutes Before Sunset
Based on your local sunset time, shades open to reveal your best view.

*Some features require additional hardware and/or third-party equipment. Visit hunterdouglas.com for details.

The PowerView App is available on Apple® iOS and Android™ mobile devices.
Innovative operating systems engineered to give you more

We expect more out of everything we select for our homes today. That’s why Hunter Douglas offers a wide variety of advanced manual and motorized operating systems that enhance your everyday life, allowing your window treatments to look and function exactly how you need them to.

UltraGlide®
This revolutionary operating system uses an ergonomic wand to raise and lower window shades or blinds.

LiteRise®
This cordless system adjusts blinds and shades with a light touch on the handle or bottom rail of the window treatment. Push up to raise, pull down to lower—and they stay where you want them.
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This cordless system adjusts blinds and shades with a light touch on the handle or bottom rail of the window treatment. Push up to raise, pull down to lower—and they stay where you want them.

Top-Down/Bottom-Up
Maintain privacy while enjoying natural light with this system, which lets you operate window treatments from either direction.

LightLock™
Available exclusively with Duette® Honeycomb Shades, this system features U-shaped side channels with a black ridged interior that blocks light for unparalleled darkness.
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Endless solutions for hard-to-cover windows

Our wide selection of beautiful designs perfectly addresses the challenges that specialty shapes and hard-to-cover windows present in controlling light and creating privacy.

Trapezoid windows come in many configurations and angles, but we’ve designed for all of them. Duette® Honeycomb Shades, Pirouette® and Silhouette® Window Shadings, Vignette® Modern Roman Shades, EverWood® Alternative Wood Blinds and Parkland® Wood Blinds offer attractive options.

We also designed many clever styles for circular, oval, hexagonal and octagonal windows.

Bay windows and corners are unique architectural accents, and virtually every Hunter Douglas style offers a solution for them.

For European-style tilt/turn windows, our TrackGlide™ system keeps honeycomb shades in place, whether a window is closed, turned or tilted. Duette shades also work beautifully on skylights.

French doors offer an elegant transition between rooms and to the outdoors, and most Hunter Douglas styles accommodate them easily.

---

1) Vignette® Modern Roman Shades  Fabric: Pampa  Color: Chia
2) Palm Beach™ Polysatin™ Shutters  Material: Polysatin  Color: White Silk
3) Duette® Honeycomb Shades  Fabric: Architella® Elan®  Color: Stone Hearth
5) Duette® Honeycomb Shades  Fabric: Architella® Elan®  Color: Desert Sands
6) NewStyle® Hybrid Shutters  Material: Hybrid  Color: Crisp White
Designed with safety in mind

As children grow, their curiosity with the world around them grows as well. Basic household items, including window coverings, can turn into potential hazards.

Making window fashions that are safer for homes with infants, young children and pets is a top priority for Hunter Douglas, so we developed a wide range of products that can reduce the risk of accidents. Many of these products are also certified under the Best for Kids™ program from the Window Covering Safety Council, which ensures manufacturers meet specific safety criteria.

From PowerView® Automation to other cordless manual and motorized operating systems, we offer an array of innovative design options for enhanced child and pet safety, as well as especially easy operation.
Unparalleled quality for outstanding performance

At Hunter Douglas, we care deeply about creating best-in-class products. Choose Hunter Douglas window fashions, and you can feel confident that each is designed with exceptional quality, as well as industry-leading innovation, style and versatility.

Our products are designed and custom-assembled with relentless attention to detail. Many are also GREENGUARD Certified, indicating that they have met stringent indoor air quality guidelines, so you can enjoy beautiful window fashions that are environmentally friendly, too.

Hunter Douglas stands behind our commitment to quality, craftsmanship and innovation with our Lifetime Limited Warranty, which comes with each of our products. Your investment in Hunter Douglas is a wise one. Our beautiful designs, innovative engineering and smarter features deliver exceptional value for a lifetime.
The largest collection of window fashions that elevate everyday living

Dressing windows artfully and bringing light into a room beautifully can be done in many ways. Sheers and shadings are one approach to controlling light; shutters and blinds are another. Soft folds offer a clean, crisp appearance; layering the window with drapery or side panels provides a finished look.

Consider, too, how you live in a room, and how important privacy is. Then, factor in your personal design aesthetic, whether it be contemporary, traditional or somewhere in between. You will find that whatever you desire, we have styles for every taste, every room, every moment.

**Sheers and Shadings**
Turn harsh rays into soft, ambient light with these beautiful, light-transforming products.

**Cellular Honeycomb Shades**
Count on energy efficiency from these honeycomb designs, which also come in an extensive array of fabrics to filter light and provide beauty year-round.

**Roman Shades**
Always a stylish look, these shades come in soft, supple fabrics and several fold styles.

**Sheers and Shadings**
These shades offer a simple, modern look and the industry’s most robust fabric offering. Discover prints and patterns ranging in opacity from sheer to opaque, and 14% to 0% solar screens.

**Woven Woods**
Create a natural and inviting backdrop to any room with fabrics that are artistically woven from globally sourced, natural materials.

**Horizontal Blinds**
Handcrafted with an array of finish options in wood, alternative wood or aluminum slats, horizontal blinds offer timeless design.

**Roller and Screen Shades**
Keep the classic look of interior shutters but still have all the benefits of advanced, modern-day materials and long-lasting finishes.

**Vertical Blinds and Panel Tracks**
Select from wider, more contemporary fabric panels to softly curved vanes that mimic drapery, all of them ideal for wide window expanses and sliding-glass doors.

**Side Panels and Drapery**
Design Studio™ Side Panels and Drapery add beautiful depth and dimension to every window. Each product coordinates and layers with all Hunter Douglas window treatments.

**Custom Shutters**
Keep the classic look of interior shutters but still have all the benefits of advanced, modern-day materials and long-lasting finishes.

**Woven Woods**
Create a natural and inviting backdrop to any room with fabrics that are artistically woven from globally sourced, natural materials.
Silhouette® Window Shadings

Silhouette® Window Shadings, with S-shaped vanes, help shape ambient light and shadow. This innovative design, along with a host of beautiful fabrics, diffuses and softens harsh sunlight. Now, our latest fabric choice—Silhouette ClearView® Shadings—maximizes your view with a unique sheer combination and superior view-through. All Silhouette shadings feature soft fabric vanes suspended between two sheers that you can tilt to achieve your desired privacy, as well as UV protection for your floors and furnishings.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 6”–144”
Height: 12”–126”
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Pirouette® Window Shadings

Pirouette® Window Shadings feature sculptural fabric vanes attached to a sheer backing, an innovative design that provides variable light control, UV protection and reduced glare. Our revolutionary InvisiLift™ system allows the horizontal vanes to appear as if they’re floating gracefully while opening and closing. Pirouette ClearView® Shadings feature a specialized sheer that provides a virtually unobstructed view to the outside.
Luminette® Privacy Sheers

Enjoy subdued light and the privacy of soft draperies with vertical Luminette® Privacy Sheers. Fabric vanes rotate for privacy while controlling the light in a room. Perfect for large windows and sliding-glass doors, their superior UV protection meets both your decorating and practical needs. Luminette sheers are designed to pair with horizontal Silhouette® Window Shadings, as well as Pirouette® Window Shadings and Vignette® Modern Roman Shades, for a cohesive look throughout your home.

- Orientation: Vertical
- Width: 12”–192”
- Height: 24”–120”
- Motorization options: Yes
- Specialty shape options: No

Luminette® Privacy Sheers
- Fabric: Terra™
- Color: Wild Rice

Luminette® Privacy Sheers
- Fabric: Solar Screen™
- Color: Cirrus

Luminette® Privacy Sheers
- Fabric: Stria™
- Color: Sand Shimmer

Pirouette® Window Shadings
- Fabric: Stria
- Color: Sand Shimmer
Duette® Honeycomb Shades

Offering luminous colors and crisp, consistent pleats, Duette® Honeycomb Shades are among the most energy-efficient window treatments available. Lower them completely for privacy and optimum insulation, or raise them completely for maximum light and view—they’re beautiful either way. Enjoy even greater insulation with the Duette Architella® design, a state-of-the-art construction featuring three insulating air pockets that reduce heat loss.
Vignette® Modern Roman Shades

Vignette® Modern Roman Shades feature exquisite woven fabrics, sourced from across the globe, and are engineered to provide years of reliable beauty in every window they adorn. Luxurious sheer, light-filtering and room-darkening fabrics maintain uniform, soft full folds or crisp flat folds with the added benefit of no exposed cords on the back of any Vignette shade.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12”–106”
Height: 12”–144”
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Style: Stacking and Rolling
Design Studio™
Roman Shades

Part of the highly curated Design Studio™ collection, Design Studio Roman Shades feature soft folds that stack evenly when raised for a beautiful, textured look. Choose fabrics from the Core Line—offering a range of linens, velvets, silks, sheers and more—or from the Design Studio Featured Artist Series. This dynamic series highlights the creativity and design talents of industry-leading textile artists, who craft fabrics exclusively for Hunter Douglas. Design Studio Roman Shades are also designed to pair with Design Studio Side Panels and Drapery for a finished look at the window.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 15”–96”
Height: 15”–120”
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: No
Style: Stacking
The sophisticated, gently sculpted design of Solera® Soft Shades is available in a variety of stylish fabrics. They combine the soft folds of the classic Roman shade with a cellular construction, and offer both light-filtering and room-darkening opacities in all fabrics.
Designer Roller Shades

Featuring beautiful textures, bold prints and color, Designer Roller Shades are loved for their clean appearance and versatility. Choose from the most comprehensive woven fabric collection on the market in a variety of design options, including Roller Duolite® Shades. The Roller Duolite Shade combines a sheer or semi-sheer fabric with a room-darkening liner in a single shade, for perfect privacy and light control. Also, most Designer Roller styles are offered as Skyline® Gliding Window Panels—the ideal solution when coordinating windows that require horizontal and vertical applications in the same room.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12”–120”
Height: 12”–132”
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: No

Designer Roller Shades
Fabric: Formosa
Color: Stormy Gray

Skyline® Gliding Window Panels
Fabric: Formosa
Color: Stormy Gray

Designer Roller Shades with Duolite®
Fabric: Florence
Color: Cadet Blue

Designer Roller Shades
Fabric: Abilene
Color: Lottie Gray
Design Studio™ Roller Shades

Design Studio™ Roller Shades pair the minimalist aesthetic of a roller shade with custom fabrics designed exclusively for Hunter Douglas by special guest artists we showcase in our Featured Artist Series. Each of these artists is an industry-leading textile designer who brings a distinct point of view to the Hunter Douglas product portfolio. These exclusive roller shade fabrics are also designed to coordinate perfectly with Design Studio Side Panels and Drapery.

Design Studio™ Roller Shades
Fabric: Floral Stamp Opaque
Color: Green/Blue

Design Studio™ Roller Shades
Fabric: Field Opaque
Color: Green-Gray

Design Studio Side Panels
Fabric: Gentry
Color: Fog

Design Studio™ Roller Shades
Fabric: Diamond Geo
Color: Pink/Blush

Design Studio Drapery
Fabric: Garden Stripe
Color: Peach/Blush
Designer Screen Shades

Our Designer Screen Shades can do more than offer privacy and light control; they are also designed to provide UV protection, while reducing glare and heat gain in a room. Designer Screen Shades are available in a range of openness factors, so you can select the view and level of light you want. Most fabrics are also available in Skyline® Gliding Window Panels, and select fabrics are available as patio shades to enhance outdoor living spaces.
Sonnette® Cellular Roller Shades

Sonnette® Cellular Roller Shades effortlessly diffuse light through soft, subtle curves that provide a dimensional aesthetic and superior energy efficiency. Engineered with high-performing, durable materials, fabrics range from versatile neutrals to vibrant hues in both semi-opaque and room-darkening opacities. The first roller shade on the market certified by the Attachments Energy Rating Council for energy efficiency, Sonnette shades keep your home comfortable, no matter what time of year. Sonnette shades are the perfect combination of simplicity and style.
Designer Banded Shades

Featuring alternating sheer and solid fabric bands that combine into a single shade, Designer Banded Shades provide a striking, modern solution for view-through, light control and privacy. The fabric collection features an array of solids, textures and colors in light-filtering and room-darkening opacities, plus three different band heights.

- **Orientation**: Horizontal
- **Width**: 12"–107"
- **Height**: 16"–120"
- **Motorization options**: Yes
- **Specialty shape options**: No

**Fabric Options**:
- **Mackintosh**: Color: Safari
- **Coastal**: Color: Villa White
- **McCormick**: Color: Onyx

**Roller Shades**
Provenance®
Woven Wood Shades

Provenance® Woven Wood Shades bring an organic style to your home. Handcrafted, natural materials are artistically woven to create a design story of light, texture and color for every window. Customize your light and privacy throughout the day with the optional Independent Operable Liner featuring an energy-efficient honeycomb fabric.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12”–144”
Height: 16”–108”
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes

Provenance® Woven Wood Shades and Vertical Drapes
Material: Cambria
Color: Pebble White

Provenance® Woven Wood Shades with Independent Operable Liner
Material: Santa Rosa
Color: Sunrise, Sunset

Provenance® Woven Wood Shades
Material: Maritime
Color: Alabaster

Provenance® Woven Wood Shades
Material: Maritime
Color: Alabaster
Design Studio™ Side Panels and Drapery

Designed to coordinate and layer with all Hunter Douglas window treatments, Design Studio™ Side Panels and Drapery provide a beautiful, fully finished look at the window and help prevent light gaps. Choose from a collection of thoughtfully edited, luxurious fabrics, including those designed exclusively by industry-leading textile artists for our Featured Artist Series.
Heritance®
Hardwood Shutters

The simple elegance of rich, hardwood shutters gives a lift to any room. Now, the maximum strength and durability of our Heritance® Hardwood Shutters make them a wise investment. They feature dovetail construction and a vast selection of frame choices, specialty shapes and louver sizes—and a variety of paint and stain finishes, as well as custom colors. Heritance shutters are also available in six Handcrafted Series Techniques to enhance the inherent character and color of the genuine hardwood.
NewStyle® Hybrid Shutters

The look of wood meets the strength and straightness of modern-day materials in our NewStyle® Hybrid Shutters, a versatile complement to any interior. Their micro-smooth finish makes the beauty of high-quality shutters affordable for any home. NewStyle shutters are also available with SoftClose™ Louvers that offer one-touch control for soft, smooth louver closure.
Palm Beach™
Polysatin™ Shutters

For windows exposed to sunlight and moisture, consider the stylish sophistication of our Palm Beach™ Polysatin™ Shutters. Fashioned from a technologically advanced polysatin compound, they will maintain their beautiful luster without warping, cracking, fading, chipping, peeling or discoloring, even under harsh environmental conditions.
Skyline® Gliding Window Panels

Offering clean lines and a sleek, contemporary look for urban, loft-style living, Skyline® Gliding Window Panels are a perfect solution for large and small windows. These panels provide minimum stackback and maximum view-through. Available in an extensive selection of roller and screen fabrics, they also coordinate seamlessly with Designer Roller and Screen Shades to cover windows needing horizontal and vertical applications. Skyline Panels can also separate large spaces, add dramatic detail to a small area and act as a room divider. Let the fashion-forward collection of colors, patterns and textures be a reflection of your style.

Orientation: Vertical
Width: 28”–384”
Height: 9”–168”
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: No
**Cadence® Soft Vertical Blinds**

Our Cadence® Soft Vertical Blinds feature curved vanes that mimic soft drapery folds to offer exceptional sound absorption, elegant styling and translucency. A patented headrail reduces light gaps and allows smooth, trouble-free operation.

- Orientation: Vertical
- Width: 10”–190”
- Height: 12”–192”
- Motorization options: No
- Specialty shape options: No

**Somner® Custom Vertical Blinds**

Everything from sliding-glass doors to bay windows looks prettier with our Somner® Custom Vertical Blinds, which allow for easy operation and superior light control. Somner blinds are available in a wide range of vinyl, fabric and aluminum styles and an impressive array of colors, textures and patterns.

- Orientation: Vertical
- Width: 9”–299”
- Height: 14”–192”
- Motorization options: Yes
- Specialty shape options: Yes
Parkland® Wood Blinds

Offering the timeless elegance of real wood, Parkland® Wood Blinds complement the décor of any design style. Fashioned to create a warm and inviting home, they’re available in a variety of colors and two slat sizes. The finishing techniques used on Parkland blinds provide maximum protection and beauty.
EverWood® Alternative Wood Blinds

EverWood® Alternative Wood Blinds offer unsurpassed durability, the most finish options on the market, and a classic style that will last for years to come. They’re guaranteed against fading, yellowing, warping or bowing—which makes them perfect for the humidity of bathrooms or rooms that generally receive full sun.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 7 ¾"–96"
Height: 12"–120"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Modern Precious Metals® Aluminum Blinds

Sleek aluminum slats provide a clean, uncluttered look that offers maximum light control and privacy. Modern Precious Metals® Aluminum Blinds feature a bounce-back technology in a vast array of finish options. Pair metal slats with real wood accents for a striking and unique Natural Elements® blind. Mix and match colors to create an original look that fits your home décor. Get twice the view-through with our innovative MagnaView® feature.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 7 ¾”–144”
Height: 6”–126”
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: No